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ABSTRACT

The main scope of the present work is to investigate
the mechanisms governing the hydroacoustic field and
the hydrodynamic perturbation in a rudder operating in
the wake of a marine propeller. The study was based
upon detailed velocity and pressure fluctuation
measurements on the rudder surface and advanced
signal reduction and conditional tools. In particular, a
novel methodology was developed and applied to
separate out the hydrodynamic and the acoustic
contributions in the pressure fluctuation signals. This
approach was proven effective to isolate the different
fluid dynamic phenomena which are responsible for the
noise generation and the structural stresses on the
rudder.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Control and mitigation of noise and vibration onboard
ships as well as radiated noise off-board are issues of
increasing importance to the international shipbuilding
industry, in view of the increasingly demanding rules
and classification standards that must be complied
before the ship delivery (Carlton and Vlasic, 2005). As
matter of fact, in the last decade, onboard comfort level
has become an important contractual item for either
passenger ships and cargos, since it influences the
performance and vigilance of the crew and the rating
and reputation in the market (Biot and De Lorenzo,
2008).
On the other hand, underwater noise pollution from
shipping traffic is suffering a rise of about 0.6 dB/year
since the 1960s and is a dramatic problem that has
made paramount the need to mitigate and control the
acoustic signature, nowadays (Hildebrand, 2004).
In this scenario, the need for a major breakthrough in
the ship design and operation represents a target that
industry and research must jointly fulfill to comply
with the new standards for a safer and more sustainable
shipping. In particular, research has been asked to the
twofold task to develop wide-spread and cost-effective
tools to be integrated in the rapid design spiral of ships,
on the one hand, and to improve the understanding of
the fundamental mechanisms that influence the
onboard comfort and the acoustic signature, on the

other hand. In this challenge, the availability of
increasingly faster and more powerful PCs as well as
the assessment of advanced experimental and
computational techniques have allowed to develop
experimental and theoretical tools by which
approaching even of the most complex mechanisms
governing the hydrodynamic and hydroacoustic
performance of ships. This has widened the horizons of
modern research towards complex problems of naval
engineering and has allowed approaching even the
most tricky and testing demands from shipyards and
navies, consequently.
As a representative critical problem of naval propulsion
with significant hydroacoustic and structural
implications, the present paper investigates into the
interaction between the wake of a marine propeller and
a rudder. In particular, differently from previous
experimental works on this topic (see Felli et al. 2009;
Anschau and Mach, 2009; Lucke, 2009; Felli and
Falchi 2011)which focused on the dynamics of the
propeller wake structures, attention is here given to the
perturbation mechanisms behind the radiated noise and
the induced vibrations on the rudder. Specifically, the
study consisted of near-field pressure fluctuation
measurements that were performed using an array of
several pressure sensors, flush mounted on the rudder
surface. Moreover, a novel post-processing technique,
based on the wavelet transform, was first applied to
accomplish the separation of the nearly Gaussian
background fluctuations, interpreted as acoustic
pressure, from the intermittent pressure peaks induced
by hydrodynamic components (Grizzi and Camussi,
2012). By isolating the acoustic from the
hydrodynamic part of pressure signal, this technique
introduced two major advantages:
1. The acoustic and the hydrodynamic perturbations
can be reconstructed as independent signals in the
time domain and, hence, they can be processed and
analyzed separately using the same acquisition.
2. Space-resolved near-wake acoustic measurements
can be performed once the hydrodynamic and
acoustic contributions have been isolated. In this
regard, it is worth noting that the information from
near wake acoustic measurements is the only able
to accurately localize the noise sources (Howe,
1960). This makes our approach suitable for the
diagnostics of hydroacoustic problems.
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For the sake of understanding the mechanisms of
generation of noise and vibrations, hydrodynamic and
acoustic pressure fluctuation signals were correlated to
phase locked velocimetry data, measured by LDV on
the rudder surface.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we deal with
the description of the technique used to separate out the
acoustic from the hydrodynamic contributions in a
pressure signal. The experimental set up, the test
matrix and the test conditions are reported in §3. The
analysis of the results is documented in §4.
Conclusions and future works are summarized in §5.
2
PRESSURE
TECHNIQUES

SIGNAL

PROCESSING

The analysis of the perturbation mechanisms related to
the interaction between the propeller wake and the
rudder was based upon the development and
application of advanced processing tools of the
pressure fluctuation signals and phase locked
correlation techniques for velocity-pressure data. For
the sake of conciseness, we detail here only the
procedure to separate out the acoustic and
hydrodynamic parts from a pressure signal.
2.1 Technique for the separation of the sound
and pseudo-sound contributions in pressure
signals

One of the main problems related to the near field
pressure measurements is that only a small part of the
energy associated with pressure fluctuations radiates as
sound.The other pressure fluctuations does not satisfy
the linear wave equation and, then, cannot be regarded
as sound. This contribution, named in literature as
pseudo-sound (see Howe, 1960; Ribner, 1964 and

Ffowcs Williams, 1992),is associated to the passage of
eddy structures in the flow and, thus, it moves with a
speed that is much smaller than the sonic velocity, at
least for the low Mach numbers.
The main problem related to near field noise
measurements is in the difficulty to separate out the
acoustic from the hydrodynamic part of the pressure
fluctuations (Tinney et al., 2007). In fact, these
contributions are normally buried by each other in the
near field of a hydrodynamic noise source where the
flow field is typically dominated by the passage of
turbulent structures.
This problem concerns only the near field because the
passage of eddy structures is therein localized: moving
away from a noise source the hydrodynamic
contribution disappears and pressure field reduces only
to sound (Howe, 1960).
The problem to separate out acoustic from
hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations is here overcome
through the use of a proper filtering procedure,
developed by Grizzi et al. (2011) for the study of lowMach jet flow in air. This novel technique is here
extended to a hydrodynamic application.
The methodology is based upon the use of the wavelet
transform (e.g. Mallat, 1989, Daubechies, 1992, Farge,
1992) that represents the optimal tool for the
identification of intermittent events as the perturbations
associated with the passage of an eddy structure are
(Ukeiley & Ponton, 2004).Therefore, right in view of
such a propriety of the wavelet transform, the
separation between the sound and pseudo-sound
contributions can be performed according to the
different nature of the hydrodynamic and acoustic
perturbations, and specifically:

Figure 1: Block diagram of the filtering procedure to separate out the sound and pseudo-sound contributions .
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-

the pseudo-sound contribution, being related to the
intermittent perturbation of localized vortices, can
be assumed to compresses well over a wavelet basis
in which it can be represented by only a few strong
(i.e. with a large magnitude) wavelet coefficients.
- the acoustic counterpart, associated with more
homogeneous fluctuations, instead, is such to not
compress well onto the wavelet basis and, thus, can
be represented by the remaining coefficients.
According to this idea, the hydrodynamic and acoustic
contributions are extracted by respectively selecting the
wavelet coefficients exceeding and not exceeding, in
magnitude, a proper threshold and anti-transforming
from the wavelet to the physical space.
From what stated above, it is evident that the accuracy
of the decomposition depends strongly on the selection
of the proper threshold value, which, thus, represents
the most critical and tricky stage of the procedure.
The threshold level is set iteratively according to the
different propagation speed of the hydrodynamic and
acoustic signals at low-Mach. To this purpose, at least
two-hydrophones are required to calculate the time
location of the cross correlation peaks between the
corresponding estimations of the hydrodynamic and
acoustic signals, after each iteration. Once known the
distance between the two hydrophones, it is possible to
calculate the propagation speeds of the estimated
acoustic and hydrodynamic signals and, then, to verify
the convergence of the iteration.
Hydrophones should be located in the near field,
sufficiently close to each other to permit the
hydrodynamic perturbation to be sensed by both
transducers within a measurable time delay.
A schematic description of the iterative process to set
the proper threshold is reported hereinafter:
1. An initial value of the threshold amplitude is
guessed at the first iteration. This value is set
according to classical wavelet-based de-noising
techniques used to remove Gaussian white noise
(for details see Donoho & Johnstone, 1994, and
Ruppert-Felsot et al., 2009)
2. According to the selected threshold, the first
estimate of the hydrodynamic and acoustic
contributions is extracted from each hydrophone
signal.
3. The estimated acoustic and hydrodynamic parts
from the two hydrophones are cross-correlated to
evaluate the corresponding propagation speeds.
4. The convergence of the algorithm is based upon
two criteria that have to be satisfied simultaneously
by the filtered hydrodynamic and acoustic
components from the two hydrophones. One
criterion is related to the amplitude of the
propagation velocity that must be much lower than
the speed of sound; the other consists of the
estimation of the amplitude ratio between the 1st
and the 2nd cross-correlation peaks calculated from
the two estimated hydrodynamic signals. This ratio
must be higher than a convenient value, typically
representative of the signal–to–noise ratio (Grizzi et
al, 2012). In fact, it is worth noting that the 2nd

correlation peak is related to a spurious contribution
since it is associated to the part of the acoustic
signal not yet filtered from the algorithm and still
embedded in the hydrodynamic signal.
5. If one of the criteria of point 4 is not satisfied, the
threshold is incremented by a discrete quantity and
the process re-starts from point 2. In this regard, it
is worth underlining that the increase of the
threshold corresponds to a reduction of the acoustic
peak and to an increase of the signal to noise ratio.
Typically, the iterative process converges after a
few steps (i.e. order of 5) and returns two
independent signals representing the time histories
of the acoustic and hydrodynamic contributions to
the pressure fluctuations.
The block diagram of Figure 1 shows an overview of
the filtering procedure.

Figure 2. Sketch of the propeller-rudder configuration

3 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
3.1 Experimental configurations

The propeller-rudder arrangement of the present study
is the same used in Felli and Falchi (2011) and,
specifically, it is though to simulate the typical
configuration of a single-screw ship model.
Specifically, the rudder was fixed with the symmetry
plane passing through the prolongation of the propeller
axis and the leading edge at r=R from the propeller
disk plane. A sketch of the experimental configuration
is given in Figure 2. Rudder geometry was simulated
using an all-movable-2D-wing having a rectangular
planform and standard symmetrical sections with
NACA0020 profiles. Propeller was the INSEAN
E779A. A detailed description of the rudder and
propeller geometries is reported in Felli and Falchi
(2011).
Tests were carried out at the freestream velocity of 5
m/s. The propeller rotational speed was 25 rps and the
corresponding advance ratio was J=0.88.
2.1 Pressure measurements

The detailed mapping of the wall pressure fluctuations
on the rudder surface required the manufacturing of a
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special steel-rudder such to flush mount a large number
of sensors, to allow an adequate resolution and to avoid
any possible water penetration into the circuit.
The adopted rudder consisted of a steel structure and
two sets of three covers (i.e. one set per side) which are
suitably designed to arrange different grid
configurations at both sides of the rudder. More
specifically, each cover is designed to host a maximum
of 24 sensors simultaneously in four blocks with 6
positions each. The three covers have the same grid
design, 0.1R and 0.2R shifted each other in the vertical
direction. This allowed either mapping a total of 72
positions per side and improving the spatial resolution
of the measurement, constrained by sensor
encumbrance otherwise. The resulting arrangement is
documented in figure 3. Pressure transducers were
ENTRAN EPN D11 relative sensor models. Main
features of the pressure transducers are reported in
Table 2.
Full range
Resonant frequency
Sensitivity

25 psi
15 kHz
14 mV/psi

Table 2. Main features of the pressure transducers

Signals were acquired by the Prosig P8200 acquisition
system, setting the sampling rate at 40 kHz and the
acquisition time at 100 sec. Simultaneously, an onceper-revolution TTL trigger signal was acquired to
synchronize pressure signals with the angular position
of the propeller reference blade. Specifically, the
synchronization was carried out during the data

processing on the base of the pressure signal and the
propeller TTL time histories. Then, pressure signals
were phase averaged, using a slotting technique with
360 angular intervals in which pressure samples were
arranged depending on the phase delay from the last
trigger signal (Felli et al., 2006).
4.

RESULT ANALYSIS

Figures 6 shows the power spectral density of the
sound and pseudo-sound pressure fluctuations in some
representative positions on the rudder surface. The
corresponding phase locked topologies based on
pressure fluctuation signals are reported on the topright hand side of each figure, in a contour plot.
The analysed positions, suitably selected according to
the local maxima of the pressure fluctuation signals
and hereinafter identified as “zone 1”, “zone 2” and
“zone 3”, are located in correspondence of top (i.e.
0.85<z/R<1.1), mid (i.e. 0.4<z/R<0.8) and bottom (i.e.
0<z/R<0.3) regions of the propeller rotation upper part
of the rudder.
At large, pressure spectra on rudder surface exhibit a
broadband component and a series of harmonically
related tonal peaks, mostly at multiples of the blade
passing frequency (BPF) and more or less acute
depending on both the position and the perturbation
type (i.e. acoustic or hydrodynamic).
More specifically, the following results can be drawn
by the analysis of Figure 4:
 The hydrodynamic and acoustic spectra show
different trends and intensities in the broadband
component. In particular, hydrodynamic spectra
have an on-average constant intensity in the low
frequency range (i.e. f/BPF<1 in zones 1 and 3 and
f/BPF<0.25 in zone 2) and, then, decay about
monotonically conforming with the -11/3 power
law. On the contrary, trends of the acoustic
counterparts change dependently on the spanwise
position along the rudder, at least for the frequency
band f/BPF<8.

Figure 3. Sketch of the rudder instrumented for the wall-pressure measurements
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Specifically, broadband spectra for zone 1 decay
with a minimum at the blade passing frequency,
increase slightly in the frequency band
BPF<f/BPF<6 and, then, decay definitely with a 15/3 power low. In zone 2, it keeps constant on
average and, then, decays with a -15/3 power low.
Finally, zone 3 presents an on-average constant
trend in the frequency band 1<f/BPF<6, followed
by an increase and a rapid decay of the broadband
spectrum which returns a hump with the maximum
at about f/BPF=8.
The broadband part of the hydrodynamic
perturbation dominates the low frequency bands
where it is about 25-30 dB re 1μPa2/Hz larger than
the acoustic counterpart. The opposite behavior is
observed in the mid-frequency range (i.e.
0.2<f/BPF<2), instead. Frequencies at which the
power spectra of the acoustic and hydrodynamic
signals intersect to each other correspond to about
f/BPF=8-9 in zones 1 and 3, and f/BPF=2.5 and 5
in the port and starboard sides of zone 2.
The overall broadband spectra of the hydrodynamic
signals in the starboard and portside of zones 3 are
about 5 and 12 dB re 1μPa2/Hz larger than
elsewhere. This behavior is likely to be the
consequence of the local turbulence content in the
hub vortex region which is much larger compared
to those in the propeller tip vortex and in mid-blade
span regions of the rudder (Felli and Falchi, 2011).
Tonal peaks of acoustic and hydrodynamic spectra
are mostly related to harmonics and sub-harmonics
of the blade passing frequency. In particular, the
peak at the blade harmonic is the fundamental
frequency of the hydrodynamic spectrum in zones 1
and 2 and of the acoustic counterpart in zone 3.
This peak reduces significantly or disappears
elsewhere (i.e. zone 3 and zones 1 and 2 in the
sound and pseudo-sound spectra, respectively),
where other harmonics dominate the spectrum.
These results, confirmed by the contour plot
representation in Figure 6, are clearly indicative of
distinct mechanisms behind the acoustic and
hydrodynamic perturbation in a propeller-rudder
system. We will delve into this point hereinafter.
The relative intensity of the tonal and broadband
contributions shows a clear dependency on either
frequency, perturbation type (i.e. acoustic and
hydrodynamic) and position (i.e. zone 1, zone 2 and
zone 3). In particular, tonal noise peaks emerge
from the acoustic spectra of about 10 dB re
1μPa2/Hz at most in zones 1 and 2 and disappear in
zone 3, where signals present a totally broadband
energy distribution. On the contrary, much more
prominent are tonal peaks in the power spectra of
the hydrodynamic signals, especially in zone 1 and
3. Moreover, unlike the hydrodynamic spectra
which present a quite rich harmonic content, tonal
noise peaks of the acoustic perturbation concern
only few harmonics and inter-harmonics of the
blade passage frequency. From this result it is

Figure 4. Power spectral density of the acoustic and
hydrodynamic sound pressure fluctuations in some
representative positions on the rudder surface (main
frame). Phase locked topologies of the wall pressure
distribution on the rudder surface (frame at the top-right
hand side).

possible to conclude that the overall hydrodynamic
perturbation on the rudder is mainly due to periodic
events correlated to the dynamics of the propeller
tip and hub vortices. On the other hand, the
relatively stronger broadband contribution in the
acoustic spectra suggests that random events such
as those related to turbulence ingestion from the
propeller wake, have a relevant influence on the
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overall signature. This result is supported by the
numerous studies dealing with the effect of
turbulent ingestion on the broadband noise (see e.g.
Paterson et al, 1976).
For the sake of better identifying major tonal
perturbation sources, pressure fluctuation signals were
harmonically decomposed and then reconstructed
considering only the most energetic harmonics. Finally,
the reconstructed signals were phase locked and
interpolated over the measurement domain.
The reconstructed acoustic and hydrodynamic signals
for the rudder at 0 deg deflection are described in
Figure 5. The corresponding signature of the out of
plane vorticity is represented by superimposed white
lines.
Contour plots refer to the rudder starboard and portside
upper regions relative to the propeller axis. However,
in view of both the on-average axisymmetric flow
distribution of the propeller wake and the rudder
position, all the considerations made for a given
deflection angle can be extended to the corresponding
mirrored regions on lower part of the rudder for the
opposite deflection.
The sound and pseudo-sound contributions exhibit
different topologies which are evidently indicative of
distinct mechanisms behind the acoustic and
hydrodynamic perturbation in a propeller-rudder
system. The occurrence of the largest hydrodynamic
pressure fluctuations in correspondence of the propeller
tip and hub vortices confirms the results of Figure 4
about their dominant contribution to both rudder
vibrations and structural stresses. On the contrary, there
is no evidence of a significant acoustic perturbation
associated to the passage of the propeller structures.
Local maxima of the acoustic pressure fluctuations are
localized in the rudder region between the hub and the
tip vortices (i.e. zone 2), where hydrodynamic loads are

maxima, and in correspondence of the boundary of the
propeller streamtube (i.e. top of zone 1). It follows that
the primary sources of tone noise in a propeller-rudder
system are basically correlated to the hydrodynamic
load unsteadiness induced by propeller flow and to the
fluctuations of the propeller streamtube during the
interaction with the rudder. The latter phenomenon
clarifies that the occurrence of tonal peaks in the
acoustic spectra of zone 1 (Figure 4) is not ascribable
to tip vortex perturbations.
Figures 6 and 7 describes the effect of rudder
deflection on topologies and intensities of the sound
and pseudo-sound associated pressure fluctuations. In
particular, plots show the portside face upper region of
the rudder which corresponds to the pressure side for
≤0 (i.e. propeller has a clockwise rotation and, thus, it
is such to put in pressure the portside face upper
region. This effect is increased/reduced for
negative/positive deflections of the rudder).
The intensities of pressure fluctuations associated with
sound are larger on the high-pressure face of the rudder
and gain when the hydrodynamic load increases. As a
matter of fact, maximum fluctuation peaks of the
acoustic pressure correspond to the rudder region with
the largest hydrodynamic loads (i.e. region around
0.7R above the propeller axis) and increase with the
deflection angle, at least below the stall condition.
At large deflection angles, when rudder is approaching
the stall condition (i.e. =-15° in the starboard face and
=20° in the starboard face), an appreciable increase of
the acoustic energy is observed in the leading edge
region of the measurement domain. Correspondently,
hydrodynamic signals undergoes an abrupt reduction of
tip vortex perturbation (Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 5. Correlation between the sound and pseudo-sound components of the wall pressure signal (contour plot)
and the vorticity field measured along the rudder surface (white lines). Pictures refers to a phase locked snapshot
of the shaft (top) and blade harmonics (bottom).
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4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Nowadays, the identification of the noise and vibration
sources in marine propulsion is a topical subject to deal
with, due to the increasing restrictions on
environmental noise levels and also because of the
consumer's demands. In response to this challenge, the
present study introduces a novel approach for the
identification and analysis of the hydrodynamic and
hydroacoustic mechanisms of perturbation in a naval
unit. The approach consists of near field velocity and
pressure phase locked cross-correlation and advanced
post-processing techniques by which separating out the
acoustic from the hydrodynamic components of the
pressure fluctuation signals. Subject of the study was
the analysis of the noise and vibration sources in a
rudder operating behind a marine propeller. The
investigation concerned near-field pressure fluctuation
and phase locked velocimetry measurements on the
starboard and portside surfaces of the rudder. Spectral
content and topologies of the sound and pseudo-sound
related pressure fluctuations were characterized at
different deflections angles, emphasizing
the
fundamental phenomena that govern the acoustic and
hydrodynamic perturbation on the rudder. In particular,
the study highlighted distinct mechanisms at the origin
of the acoustic and hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations
on the rudder. On the one hand, structural stresses and
induced vibrations on the rudder are mainly influenced
by the perturbation of the propeller tip and hub
vortices,
whose
contributions
dominate
the
hydrodynamic part of pressure fluctuations. On the
other hand, the acoustic field is basically generated by
either deterministic and random variations in rudder
loading and shear layer fluctuations of the propeller
streamtube. Instead, differently from the hydrodynamic
perturbation, tip and hub vortex passage does not cause
any appreciable effect to acoustic field. In spite of the
light shed on the properties of the hydrodynamic and
acoustic perturbations, a number of open issues still
concern the hydroacoustics of a propeller-rudder
system. Among the others, these include the
mechanisms of noise propagation, the acoustic
efficiency of the noise sources and the effect of
cavitation. To this purpose, as a future development,
we believe it will be quite valuable to extend our
analysis to cavitating propeller-rudder configurations
and to use spatially extended hydrophone arrays and
conditional techniques to address the noise propagation
aspects.
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Figure 6. Phase locked snapshot of the sound (right) and psedo-sound (left) pressure fluctuations for different rudder
deflections (portside face)

Figure 7. Phase locked snapshot of the sound (right) and psedo-sound (left) pressure fluctuations for different rudder
deflections (starboard face)
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